GREEK SALAD
TOMATO, FETA CHEESE, CUCUMBER, ONION, BELL PEPPER, FRESH MINT
75,00 KN

SPINNAKER SALAD
SEASONAL SALAD, GRILLED CHICKEN BREAST, BERRY SAUCE
80,00 KN

DEEP-FRIED SPRING ROLLS
TURKEY, PRAWNS, MIX GREENS, SWEET CHILI SAUCE
80,00 KN

OYSTER 1 KOM
15,00 KN

CROQUE MONSIEUR
GRILLED HAM AND CHEESE SANDWICH
75,00 KN

BEEF BURGER
CHEESE, MUSHROOMS, ONION, LETTUCE, TOMATO
90,00 KN

FISH & CHIPS
TARTAR SAUCE
78,00 KN

CHICKEN BURGER
MIXED SALAD, ONION, LETTUCE, TOMATOES
75,00 KN

ALL SNACKS ARE SERVED WITH POTATO FRIES AND MIX GREENS

MUSSEL BOUZZARA
MUSSELS COOKED IN WHITE WINE, ONION, GARLIC, HERB AND TOMATO SAUCE
85,00 KN

FRIED CALAMARI
POTATO FRIES, AIOLI SAUCE
98,00 KN

SHRIMPS RISOTTO
ARUGULA, MASCARPONE CHEESE
105,00 KN

CALAMARI
GARLIC SCENTED OLIVE OIL, BOILED SWISS CHARD, POTATO
125,00 KN

TUNA STEAK “SPINAKER”
GARLIC MINI TOMATO, THYME, CAPERS
180,00 KN

ĆEVAPČIĆI
POTATO FRIES, MIX GREENS
95,00 KN

CHICKEN BREAST
BACON WRAPPED, STUFFED WITH CREAM CHEESE AND SPRING ONION, RATATOUILLE
155,00 KN

SEA BASS FILLET
MEDITERRANEAN HERBS, VEGETABLES CAPONATA, EGGPLANT MOUSSE
125,00 KN

FRESH FISH CATCH OF THE DAY 1.00 kg
420,00 KN

APPLE CRUMBLE WITH VANILLA ICE CREAM
40,00 KN

RAW MANGO COCONUT CAKE
40,00 KN

FRESH CUT SEASONAL FRUIT
40,00 KN

PLEASE SCAN THE CODE TO VIEW THE LIST OF WINES

PLEASE INFORM US OF ANY FOOD ALLERGIES AND SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
STARTERS & SOUPS

SALAD WITH JUMBO PRAWNS, SCALLOPS AND SMOKED DUCK BREAST
110.00 KN

OYSTERS (1 PC)
15.00 KN

LOBSTER SPAGHETTI
TOMATO SAUCE WITH ZUCCHINI STRIPES
165.00 KN

MUSSEL BUZZARA
WHITE WINE, GARLIC, MEDITERRANEAN HERBS, SPICY TOMATO SAUCE
85.00 KN

TUNA TARTAR
AVOCADO, SOYA SAUCE
95.00 KN

FISHERMAN’S SOUP
RICELAND FISH CHUNKS
40.00 KN

CREAM LOBSTER SOUP
45.00 KN

MAIN COURSES

ROASTED MONKFISH
LEEK WITH CURRY, VIRGIN SAUCE
125.00 KN

SEA BASS FILLET
MEDITERRANEAN HERBS, VEGETABLE CAPONATA, EGGPLANT MOUSSE
125.00 KN

CHICKEN STUFFED BREAST WRAPED WITH BACON
CREAM CHEESE, SPRING ONION, RATATOUILLE, BASIL SAUCE
105.00 KN

VEGETARIAN BOLOGNESE
WHOLE WHEAT PASTA, CARROT, TOMATO, LENTIL, MUSHROOMS, OLIVE OIL
60.00 KN

FRESH FISH/CATCH OF THE DAY 1,00 kg
420.00 KN

FROM OUR CHARCOAL GRILL

CALAMARI
GARLIC-SCENTED OLIVE OIL, BOILED SWISS CHARD, POTATO
125.00 KN

TUNA STEAK “SPINAKER”
GARLIC MINI TOMATO, THYME, CAPERS
185.00 KN

TOURNEDO ROSSINI
GARLIC POTATO, ONION MARMALADE, FOIE GRAS, BROCCOLI, PEPPER SAUCE
205.00 KN

AGED SIRLOIN STEAK (250 G)
GRILLED VEGETABLES WITH MEDITERRANEAN HERBS, BLACK PEPPER SAUCE
170.00 KN

DESSERTS

ICE CREAM
CHOCOLATE, VANILLA, STRAWBERRY, LEMON (1 SCOOP)
12.00 KN

APPLE CRUMBLE WITH VANILLA ICE CREAM
40.00 KN

RAW MANGO COCONUT CAKE
40.00 KN

FRESHLY CUT SEASONAL FRUIT
40.00 KN

PLEASE SPEAK TO A MEMBER OF OUR STAFF IN CASE OF FOOD ALLERGIES OR SPECIAL DIETARY NEEDS.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.